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Abstract 

This article is concerned with describing bilinear trace forms associated with 
finite abelian extensions KN  of an algebraic number field K. These abelian 

trace forms are described up to Witt equivalence, that is, they are described as 
elements in the Witt ring ( ) .KW  When the base field K has exactly one dyadic 
prime and one real embedding, it is shown that the Witt class of every abelian 
trace form over K is a product of Witt classes of eight specified types. 

1. Introduction 

For a field K and a finite separable extension F of K, the trace form of 
F over K is the symmetric K-bilinear form KFFKF →×:tr  given by 

( ) ( )xyyx KFKF trace,tr =  for all ., Fyx ∈  Trace forms were studied in 

detail in [1]. A number field with d dyadic primes (primes containing the 
natural number 2) and r real infinite primes will be said to have type 
( )., rd  Trace forms of abelian extensions of number fields of type (1, 0) 
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were discussed in [4]. In this article, we look specifically at trace forms of 
abelian extensions of number fields of type (1, 1), i.e., number fields with 
one dyadic prime and one real infinite prime. These fields are interesting 
because they generalize the field of rational numbers. Fields of type (1, 1) 
have odd degree over ,Q  and for any odd number n, a field of degree n 

and type (1, 1) is obtained by adjoining an n-th root of 2 to .Q  Now fix K 

of type (1, 1). In this article, eight Witt classes in the Witt ring ( )KW  are 

produced with the property that the Witt classes of finite abelian 
extensions of K are precisely the finite products of classes in ( )KW  with 

these eight types. In other words, we give a set of multiplicative 
generators of the abelian classes. For the explicit statements, see 
Theorems 3.8, 4.3, and 4.4 below, together with Lemma 3.11. 

2. Background Material 

For a quick but elementary introduction to Witt rings over number 
fields, see the Introduction to [4]. For details, see Chapter 1 of [3], 
Subsection 1.2 of [1]. Here, we give some background information that 
will be helpful in the subsequent chapters. 

Let R be a commutative ring with 1. An inner product space over R is 
a pair ( ),, bV  where V is a nonzero finitely generated projective left 

module over R, and RVVb →×:  is a non-singular symmetric bilinear 
form. 

Let W be an R-submodule of the inner product space ( )., bV  Then we 

have an associated submodule 

( ){ }.0,| =∈=⊥ WvbVvW  

If W is a direct summand of V and if ,⊥= WW  then W is called a 

metabolizer for ( )., bV  Two inner product spaces ( )bV ,  and ( )bV ′′,  are 

Witt equivalent when the direct sum space ( ) ( )bVbV ′−′⊕ ,,  has a 

metabolizer. 
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Witt equivalence is an equivalence relation. The equivalence class of 
the inner product space ( )bV ,  is called the Witt class of ( ),, bV  and is 

denoted by ,, bV  with diamond brackets. The collection of all Witt 

classes over R forms the Witt ring ( ).RW  

We now introduce trace forms. 

Definition 2.1. Let KF  be a finite separable field extension. Then 

the trace form of KF  is the symmetric K-bilinear form 

,:tr KFFKF →×  

given by ( ) ( )xyyx KFKF trace,tr =  for all ., Fyx ∈  

If we look at F as a finite-dimensional vector space over K, then the 
field F is a symmetric inner product space over K with respect to the trace 
form, and we define F  to be the Witt class of ( )KFF tr,  in the Witt 

ring ( ).KW  We will occasionally use the notation ,KF  when the field K 

needs to be specified. 

Bilinear forms over algebraic number fields are determined up to Witt 
equivalence by four invariants, which we now discuss. 

The first invariant is the rank. The rank of a Witt class is defined to 
be the dimension of any class representative, modulo ≡bVrk ,:2  

VKdim (mod 2). As a Witt class invariant, the rank gives us a ring 

homomorphism 

( ) .020 →→→→ ZZKWJ  

The kernel J is called the fundamental ideal of ( ),KW  and consists of all 

classes of even rank. 

To define the discriminant of a symmetric bilinear form b on a vector 
space V, we first choose any basis nee ,,1 …  for V over K, and let B be the 

matrix 
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( ( ))., ji eebB =  

Then B is symmetric since b is symmetric, and B is non-singular since b is 
non-singular. The discriminant of the Witt class bV ,  is the element of 

2∗∗ KK  defined by 

( ) ( ) ( ).det1, 21 BbVdis nn −−=  

This is read in .2∗∗ KK  The factor involving the power of 1−  makes this 

a Witt class invariant. 

For a diagonalized form ,,,1 naa …  the discriminant is 

( ) ( ) ( ),1,, 1
21

1 n
nn

n aaaadis … −−=  

modulo the squares in .∗K  

The two invariants rk and dis together give us a map 

( ) ,2 2∗∗×→ KKZZKW  

and we put a ring structure on the Cartesian product to make this map a 
ring homomorphism. Let ( )de,  and ( )de ′′,  be any two elements in the 

Cartesian product. Define addition by declaring 

( ) ( ) ( ( ) ),1,,, ddeedede ee ′−′+=′′+ ′  

and define multiplication by 

( ) ( ) ( ).,,, ee ddeedede ′′=′′ ′  

Then, there is an exact sequence 

( ) .020 22 →×→→→ ∗∗ KKZZKWJ  

Here, the kernel is ,2J  which consists of all classes with even rank and 

discriminant 1 modulo squares. 
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Now, let KN  be a finite Galois extension of fields of characteristic 

not 2. Then, the pair ( )KNN tr,  is an inner product space over K and 

defines an element N  in the Witt ring ( ).KW  In addition to the 

discriminant Ndis  of this Witt class, there is also the discriminant 

( )KNDis  of the field extension ,KN  which is also read in the square-

class group .2∗∗ KK  These two discriminants are related by 

( ) ( ) ( ) .1 21 NdisKNDis nn ⋅−= −  

These two discriminants coincide when ( )1−nn  is a multiple of 4. This 

happens, in particular, when kn 2=  with .2≥k  The next theorem tells 

us when the field discriminant is non-trivial in .2∗∗ KK  

Theorem 2.2  (see [1], Theorem I.3.4). Let KN  be a finite normal 

field extension of characteristic different than 2. Then the field 

discriminant ( )KNDis  is not 1 in 2∗∗ KK  if and only if the Galois 

group ( )KNGalG =  has a non-trivial cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup. In 

particular, ( ) ,1=KNDis  whenever ( )KNGal  has odd order, and 

( ) 1≠KNDis  if ( )KNGal  has even order not divisible by 4. 

In connection with Theorem 2.2 above, we note that the field 
discriminant of a normal extension KN  is always trivial in the square-

class group 2∗∗ NN  of the overfield N. Thus, N always contains 

( ( ) ).KNDisK  

The third invariant of bV ,  is the signature. If K cannot be ordered, 

i.e., if K has no embeddings into the real numbers, then signatures are 
not defined. But if K can be ordered in at least one way, then we can 
associate a signature to each ordering of K. To define this signature, first 
choose an orthogonal basis nee ,,1 …  of ( )., bV  With respect to our 

chosen ordering of K, a certain number s of these basis elements will 
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satisfy the inequality ( ) ,0, >ii eeb  while the other sn −  basis elements 

will satisfy ( ) .0, <ii eeb  The signature of bV ,  for the chosen ordering 

is the difference 

( ) .2,sgn nssnsbV −=−−=  

If the algebraic number field K has more than one embedding into the 
real numbers, then each embedding gives us an ordering of K, and each 
ordering corresponds to a signature. So, we have a total signature 

( ) ,:Sgn rZKW →  

which pairs each element X of ( )KW  with an r-tuple of integers, where r 

is the number of embeddings of K into the real numbers. 

The final invariant is the Hasse-Witt invariant. This is actually not a 
single invariant but a countably infinite family of invariants, which are 
referred to as Hasse symbols, or Hasse-Witt symbols. For a Witt class 

( ),KWX ∈  there is an invariant ( )XcP  for every prime P in K, finite 

and infinite. When the field K needs to be specified, we will use the 
notation ( ) .KP Xc  This invariant is 1+  or .1−  For details, concerning the 

calculation of these Hasse symbols, please see [1] and [4]. There is a 
theorem due to Hasse that summarizes the four invariants: 

Theorem 2.3 (see [1], Theorem I.2.2). Let K be an algebraic number 
field. An element of ( )KW  is uniquely determined by 

(1) the rank mod 2; 

(2) the discriminant mod squares; 

(3) the Hasse-Witt invariants; 

(4) the total signature, if K is not purely complex. 

In other words, two elements of ( )KW  that have these four invariants 
in common are Witt equivalent. Note that these four invariants classify 
forms over number fields, but not over fields in general, where the 
classification problem for inner product spaces is unsolved. 
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We also have a lemma that shows how the invariants are dependent 
on one another. 

Lemma 2.4. Let K be an algebraic number field and P be a real 
infinite prime. Then for X in ( ),KW  we have 

(1) ( ) ( )XrkXP ≡sgn  in .2ZZ  

(2) ( ) 0>Xdis  in the ordering associated to P if and only if ( ) 0sgn ≡XP  

or 1 (mod 4). 

(3) If ( ) ,6,1,0sgn ≡XP  or 7 (mod 8), then ( ) .1=XcP  If ( ) ,2sgn ≡XP  

,4,3  or 5 (mod 8), then ( ) .1−=XcP  

Proof. Fix a representative ( )bV ,  of X with dimension n, with 

1,0≡n (mod 8). 

(1) By definition of signature, ( )XPsgn  has the form ,2 ns −  and 

nnns ≡−≡−2  (mod 2). So ( ) ( )XrkXP ≡sgn  in .2ZZ  

(2) First of all, X can be diagonalized, so we can write .,,1 naaX …=  

Assume ( ) 0sgn ≡XP  (mod 4). Then, we can write ( ) =XPsgn  

kns 42 =−  for some integer k, so .42 ksn −=  Then, 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ).11 1
1422

1
214242

n
ksks

n
ksks aaaaXdis −−−−−− −=−=  

From the definition of signature, we see that s is the number of sa′  that 
are positive with respect to the chosen ordering, and sn −  is the number 
of sa′  that are negative. If s is even, then the exponent of 1−  is even, and 

sn −  is even, so ( ) .0>Xdis  If s is odd, then the exponent of 1−  is odd, 

and sn −  is odd, so ( ) .0>Xdis  

Now assume ( ) 1sgn ≡XP  (mod 4). Then ( ) 142sgn +=−= knsXP  

for some integer k, so .142 −−= ksn  Then, 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ).11 1
12142

1
2242142

n
ksks

n
ksks aaaaXdis −−−−−−−− −=−=  
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If s is even, then the exponent of 1−  is odd, and sn −  is odd, so ( ) .0>Xdis  

If s is odd, then the exponent of 1−  is even, and sn −  is even, so 
( ) .0>Xdis  

Next, we let ( ) 2sgn ≡XP  (mod 4). Then ( ) 242sgn +=−= knsXP  

for some integer k, so .242 −−= ksn  Then, 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ).11 1
34212

1
2342242

n
ksks

n
ksks aaaaXdis −−−−−−−− −=−=  

If s is even, then the exponent of 1−  is odd, and sn −  is even, so 
( ) .0<Xdis  If s is odd, then the exponent of 1−  is even, and sn −  is odd, 

so ( ) .0<Xdis  

Finally, we let ( ) 3sgn ≡XP  (mod 4). Then ( ) 342sgn +=−= knsXP  

for some integer k, so .342 −−= ksn  Then, 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ).11 1
22342

1
2442342

n
ksks

n
ksks aaaaXdis −−−−−−−− −=−=  

If s is even, then the exponent of 1−  is even, and sn −  is odd, so ( ) .0<Xdis  

If s is odd, then the exponent of 1−  is odd, and sn −  is even, so 
( ) .0<Xdis  

(3) We will prove the claim for ( ) 0sgn ≡XP  (mod 8) and ( ) 4sgn ≡XP   

(mod 8). The other cases are proved similarly. 

First, let ( ) 0sgn ≡XP  (mod 8). Let ,,,,,, 11 rs bbaaX ……=  

where 0>ia  for ,1 si ≤≤  and 0<jb  for ,1 rj ≤≤  with respect to a 

chosen ordering. So, we have .rsn +=  Combining this with krs 8=−  
for some integer k gives us .28 rkn +=  So, we see that n is even, but we 
know that to compute Hasse symbols we must have 0≡n  or 1 (mod 8). 
So 0≡n  (mod 8). Let lrsn 8=+=  for some integer l. We can solve for 
r to get ( ) ,44 qklr =−=  where we let .klq −=  Since we are 

calculating the Hasse symbol at a real infinite prime, the Hilbert symbol 
( )Pji dd ,  will only be 1−  if id  and jd  are both negative. So, we need to 
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count the number of pairs of negative numbers, i.e., the number of ji,  

pairs such that .41 qji ≤<≤  The number of such pairs is 

( )( ) ( )iqiq
q

i

q

i

q

ij

q

i
−=++−=













∑∑∑∑
−

=

−

=+=

−

=

41141
14

1

14

1

4

1

14

1
 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ,282
414144 2 qqqqqq −=

−
−−=  

which is even. So, the number of s1′−  will be even, giving us ( ) .1=XcP  

Now, let ( ) 4sgn ≡XP  (mod 8). Let X be as above. Again, we have 

,rsn +=  but in this case, 48 +=− krs  for some integer k. Combining 
our two equalities, we see that ,428 ++= rkn  which is even. So, we 
must have 0≡n  (mod 8). Let lrsn 8=+=  for some integer l. Solving 
for r, we get ( ) ,21222 qklr =−−=  where we let .122 −−= klq  Note 

that q is odd. As above, we need to count the number of pairs of negative 
numbers, i.e., the number of ji,  pairs such that .21 qji ≤<≤  We 

proceed as follows: 

( )( ) ( )iqiq
q

i

q

i

q

ij

q

i
−=++−=













∑∑∑∑
−

=

−

=+=

−

=

21121
12

1

12

1

2

1

12

1
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,22
212122 2 qqqqqq −=

−
−−=  

which is odd. So, the number of s1′−  will be odd, giving us ( ) .1−=XcP   

For every number field K, there is an associated ring called the 
symbol ring of K, and denoted by ( ).KSym  The elements of ( )KSym  are 

triples ( ),,, cba  where a is in bZZ ,2  is in ,2∗∗ KK  and c is a function 

which assigns a value of 1 or 1−  to each prime of K, finite or infinite, 
with the following properties: 

(1) c is 1 for almost all primes; 

(2) c is 1 for every complex infinite prime; 
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(3) the product of all the values of c is 1. (This is called reciprocity.) 

We will use the notation [ ]yx,  for the function assigning to each 

prime P the value of the Hilbert symbol ( ) ., Pyx  Addition in ( )KSym  is 

given by 

( ) ( ) ( ( ) [ ( ) ] [ ] );,1,,1,,,,, ccbbbbbbaacbacba aaaa ′′−′−′−′+=′′′+ ′′  

thus the additive identity is ( ).1,1,0  Multiplication in ( )KSym  is 

( ) ( ) ( [ ] ),,,,,,,, 1 aaaaaa ccbbbbaacbacba ′′′′=′′′ ′′+′  

and the multiplicative identity is (1, 1, 1). There is a surjective ring 
homomorphism 

( ) ( ),: KSymKWK →α  

such that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ),,, XcXdisXrkXK =α  

for every ( ),KWX ∈  where ( )Xc  is the function, which assigns to each 

prime P the value of the Hasse symbol ( ).XcP  

Theorem I.2.5 in [1] states that for any number field K, there is a 
short exact sequence 

( ) ( ) .00 3 →→→→ KSymKWJ  

By Theorem 2.3, an element of ( )KW  is completely determined once, we 

know its image in ( )KSym  and its total signature. Elements of 3J  are 

completely determined by total signature alone. If K is purely complex, 

then there are no signatures, so 03 =J  and ( ) ( ).KSymKW ≅  If K has   

r real infinite primes, ,0>r  then the total signature gives us the 

isomorphism .8: 3 rZJSgn ≅  
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When K is replaced by its completion PK  at a finite prime P, there is 

a local symbol ring ( ),PKSym  consisting of triples ( ),,, cba  where a is 

in bZZ ,2  is in ,2∗∗
PP KK  and .1±=c  The local Witt ring ( )PKW  

maps to ( )PKSym  by sending X in ( )PKW  to the triple ( ( ) ( ),, XdisXrk  

( )).XcP  The exact sequence above remains valid when PK  replaces K 

and when the fundamental ideal of ( )PKW  replaces J. 

Now, we give a theorem about the torsion classes in ( ).KW  We 

remark first that when K can be ordered, the torsion classes in ( )KW  are 

precisely the classes with total signature 0. Therefore, torsion classes are 
completely determined by their image in ( ).KSym  One checks directly 

that a torsion class in ( )KSym  has 2-power order. 

Theorem 2.5. Every class in ( )KSym  has additive order dividing 8. 

The elements of order 8 are precisely the elements of odd rank. 

Proof. Let ( ) ( )KSymcba ∈,,  have additive order 2. So, we must 

have ( ) ( ).1,1,0,,2 =cba  We use the addition formula for ( )KSym  

( ) ( ) ( ( ) [ ( ) ] [ ]) ( ).1,1,0,1,1,1,0,,,, =−−−=+ bbcbacba aa  

We see that ( ) ,11 =− a  so .0=a  

Now, let ( ) ( )KSymgfe ∈,,  have order 4. So, we have ( ) =gfe ,,2  

( ) ( ).,,0,, cbcba =  Calculating in ( ),KSym  we get 

( ) ( ) ( ( ) [ ( ) ] [ ]) ( ).,,0,1,1,1,0,,,, cbffgfegfe ee =−−−=+  

We have ( ) ,1 be =−  so there are two cases. 

Case 1. .1=b  Then .0=e  Let ( ) ( )KSymlkj ∈,,  have order 8. 

Then we have ( ) ( ) ( ).,,0,,,,2 gfgfelkj ==  As in the previous steps, 

calculating in ( )KSym  gives us ( ) .1 fj =−  If ,1=f  then ( ) =gf ,,0  
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( ),,1,0 g  which has order 2. This contradicts the assumption that 

( )gf ,,0  has order 4. So, we must have .1−=f  Thus ,1=j  and ( )lkj ,,  

has odd rank. 

Now, let ( ) ( )KSympnm ∈,,  have order 16. We have ( ) =pnm ,,2  

( ) ( ).,,1,, lklkj =  But this will give us .10 =  So ( )pnm ,,  cannot have 

order 16. 

Case 2. .1−=b  Then .1=e  Let ( ) ( )KSymlkj ∈,,  have order 8. 

Then ( ) ( ) ( ).,,1,,,,2 gfgfelkj ==  This will lead to ,10 =  clearly, a 

contradiction. 

In summary, we see that a class in ( )KSym  must have order dividing 8, 

and a class of even rank has order dividing 4.   

Corollary 2.6. A torsion class in ( )KW  must have order dividing 8. 

Every torsion class of even rank has order dividing 4. 

Definition 2.7. For any field K, an element of ( )KW  is algebraic if it 

can be represented by the trace form of a finite separable extension of K. 
A Witt class in ( )KW  is abelian (resp., normal, cyclic) if it can be 

represented by the trace form of some abelian (resp., normal, cyclic) 
extension .KF  

Remark 1. Let K be a number field and KF  be a finite separable 

extension of K. Let RK →σ :  be an embedding of K into the real 
numbers. Then Fσsgn  is equal to the number of extensions τ  of σ  to a 

mapping from F to R. From this formulation, we see that if KF  is a 

normal extension, then 0sgn =F  or [ ].: KF  

This article characterizes the Witt classes of trace forms of abelian 
extensions of an algebraic number field K, when K has type (1, 1). (See 
Theorems 3.8, 4.3, and 4.4 below, together with Lemma 3.11.) Type (1, 1) 
means that K has one signature and one dyadic prime (a prime ideal of K 
containing the rational number 2). 
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In general, computation of the Hasse symbol at a dyadic prime can be 
difficult; when there is exactly one dyadic prime, P, the Hasse symbol 
there can be determined from the symbols at all the other primes, by 
reciprocity. In the remainder of this article, a non-dyadic prime will refer 
to a finite prime that is not a dyadic prime. 

3. Getting Started 

In this section, we collect various loosely connected or disconnected 
pieces used to prove our main results in the next section. The reader may 
choose to jump ahead to the next section and return to this one when 
necessary. Most of the results of this section are stated without proof, but 
include a reference to the proof. 

Theorem 3.1 (see [1], Corollary I.6.3). Let K be a number field. If 
KF  is a finite normal extension and KE  is any finite extension, then in 

( ),KW  the product FE  is a multiple of an algebraic class; namely, 

FE  is a multiple of EF  

[ ] [ ]
[ ] .:

:: EFKEF
KFKEFE ⋅=  

Theorem 3.2 (see [1], Corollary I.6.5). Let K be a number field and 
KF  be a finite extension. If the normal closure of KF  has odd degree 

over K, then in ( ),KW  

[ ] .1: KFF =  

Corollary 3.3 (see [4], Corollary 3.8). Let K be a number field. Then 
the Witt classes of finite abelian extensions of odd degree over K coincide 
with the Witt classes 1n  with n odd. 

For the next theorem, recall that a group G is metacyclic when G 
contains a normal cyclic subgroup N with cyclic quotient .NG  The set 

of all metacyclic groups includes the set of cyclic groups. 
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Theorem 3.4 (see [1], Theorem I.9.1). Let QF  be a normal extension 

of even degree. If the Sylow 2-subgroups of ( )QFGal  are not metacyclic, 

then F  lies in the image of ( )ZW  in ( ).QW  Furthermore, either 

(1) F is totally real and [ ] ,1: QFF =  or 

(2) F is purely complex and .0=F  

Theorem 3.5 (see [1], Theorem I.10.1, Corollary I.10.3, and note 
regarding generalization on page 57). Let K be a number field. Take X in 

( )KW  of even rank. If K has signatures, assume additionally that the 

value of any signature lies among the values 0, 2, or 4. Then X is 

algebraic. If X lies in 2J  and ( ) 0sgn =X  or 4, then X can be represented 

by the trace form of a biquadratic extension of K. 

Theorem 3.6 (Realization by Hilbert symbols, see Theorem 71:19 of 
[5]; notation has been modified to be consistent with this article). Let T be 
a set consisting of an even number of finite or real infinite primes of an 

algebraic number field K. Then, there are βα,  in ∗K  such that 

( )






∈/

∈−
=βα

.,1

,,1
,

TPif

TPif
P  

Moreover, β  can be any element of ∗K  that is a local non-square at all 

places in T. 

Proposition 3.7 (see [2], Proposition 3.20; notation has been modified 
to be consistent with this article). Let F be a number field. Let 1E  and 2E  

be field extensions of F contained in some common field. If 1E  and 2E  are 

Galois over F, then 21EE  and 21 EE ∩  are Galois over F, and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),:, 212121
FEGalFEGalFEEGalEE ⊕→σσσ  

is an isomorphism of ( )FEEGal 21  onto the subgroup 
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{( ) },:,
2121 2121 EEEEH ∩∩ σ=σσσ=  

of ( ) ( ).21 FEGalFEGal ⊕  

The next theorem characterizes the Witt classes of abelian extensions 
of K of degree 2. 

Theorem 3.8 (see [4], Lemma 3.11). If 1≠s  in ,2∗∗ KK  then 

s2,2  is abelian and is represented by the trace form of ( ) .KsK  

The following theorems and lemmas, which apply to all number 
fields, will help us in our classification of trace forms of abelian 
extensions of number fields of type (1, 1), which we undertake in the next 
chapter. 

Theorem 3.9 (see [4], Theorem 3.12). Let K be a number field. Then 
( )KW∈0  is abelian. 

Lemma 3.10 (see [4], Lemma 3.13). Every abelian class in ( )KW  is a 

product of cyclic classes in ( ).KW  

Lemma 3.11 (see [1], Lemma I.11.2). A Witt class ( )KWX ∈  is 

abelian if and only if FnX =  for an abelian extension F of K of     

degree ,0,2 ≥kk  and an odd positive integer n. 

Theorem 3.12. If ,3≥k  then 12k  is abelian in ( ).KW  

Proof. We begin by working in ( ).QW  Take 3≥k  real quadratic 

fields, whose discriminants are distinct primes. By Theorem 3.4, the trace 

form of the compositum represents .12k  

Now, for ( ),KW  take 3≥k  fields, whose discriminants are distinct 

primes such that ( ) QpQK i =σ ∩  for all σK  conjugates of K and for 

.1 ki ≤≤  Then the trace form of ( )kppK ,,1 …  represents        

,12k  and ( ( ) ) ( ( ) ).,,,, 11 QppQGalKppKGal kk …… ≅  Therefore 

12k  is abelian in ( ).KW    
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4. Abelian Witt Classes over Number Fields of Type (1, 1) 

Recall that a number field K of type (1, 1) has one dyadic prime and 
one real infinite prime. Over any number field K, the Witt classes of 
abelian extensions of odd degree are classified in Corollary 3.3, and those 
of degree 2 are classified in Theorem 3.8. Our next task is to prove that 
when K is of type (1, 1), the abelian classes in ( )KW  are closed under 

multiplication. We begin with 

Theorem 4.1. Every Witt class of non-negative signature in the 
square of the fundamental ideal in ( )KW  is abelian. 

Proof. Let ( ).KWX ∈  Assume that 2JX ∈  and X has non-negative 

signature. By Lemma 2.4, we see that ( ) 0sgn ≡X  (mod 4). The first    

two possibilities are ( ) 0sgn =X  and ( ) .4sgn =X  For these cases, 

Theorem 3.5 implies that X is abelian. So we will assume that ( ) .4sgn >X  

We can write ( ) ( ),122sgn 2 += + nX k  with 0≥k  and .0≥n  Let 

( ) .1sgn XXY −=  Then ( ) ,0sgn =Y  so Y is a torsion class. By 

Corollary 2.6, Y has order dividing 4. If 112 ≡+n  (mod 4), then 
( ) ,12 YYn =+  and 

( ) ( ) ( ) .1sgn1212 2 XYXYn k =+=++ +  

Since 2JX ∈  and 12 +n  is odd, we see that Yk ++ 12 2  is in 2J  (since 

a calculation in ( )KSym  shows us that Yk ++ 12 2  has even rank and 

square discriminant). If 312 ≡+n  (mod 4), then ( ) ,12 YYn =+−  and 

( ) ( ) .1212 2 XYn k =−+ +  

So Yk −+ 12 2  is in .2J  In both cases, Lemma 3.11 tells us that it 

suffices to prove our theorem for 2JX ∈  with ( ) .42sgn 2 >= +kX  Note 

that .1≥k  
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Now suppose that X lies in .3J  Then ZJ 8:sgn 3 ≅  gives us 
( ) ,1sgn XX =  so by Theorem 3.12, X is abelian. 

So, we will consider X in 2J  with ( ) 82sgn 2 ≥= +kX  and X not in 

.3J  

We have ( ) 0≡Xrk  (mod 2) and ( ) .1 2∗∗∈= KKXdis  Since 

( ) 0sgn ≡X  (mod 8), Lemma 2.4 gives us ( ) ,1=XcQ  where Q is the real 

infinite prime. So, since X is not in ,3J  there must be at least one non-
dyadic prime ideal P with ( ) .1−=XcP  Let 

{ ( ) }.1andofprimea| −== XcKPPT PX  

We take a prime q such that 

(1) q is not a square in PK  for any ;XTP ∈  

(2) q does not divide ( );QKDis  

(3) ( );2mod1 2+≡ kq  

(4) q is not divisible by any prime P in .XT  

Let ζ  be a primitive q-th root of unity. Then ( )QQ ζ  is an abelian 

extension of degree .1−q  Let N be the extension of Q contained in ( )ζQ  

that is the fixed field of complex conjugation. Then [ ] .2
1: −= qQN  

From condition 3 above, we see that ( ),12 2 −+ qk  so .2
12 1 −+ qk  Let F be 

the extension of Q contained in N such that [ ] .2: 1+= kQF  The field N is 
totally real, so F is totally real as well. By the remarks on page 49 of [1], 

.qFdis =  Condition 2 above guarantees that ( ) ,QKQ =ζ ∩  which 

implies that .QKF =∩  So ( ) ( ).QFGalKFKGal ≅  This means that 

KFK  is an abelian extension of degree .2 1+k  Also, we have =FKsgn  

.2 1+k  
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By realization by Hilbert symbols (Theorem 3.6), there is an ∗∈ Kr  
such that ( ) ( )Xcqr PP =,  for all primes P of K. We must analyze 

( ).rK −  First, we need to show that 1−≠r  in .2∗∗ KK  Let P be a non-

dyadic prime with ( ) .1−=XcP  If 1−=r  in ,2∗∗ KK  we have 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,1,1, =−== PPP qqrXc  

a contradiction. 

Next, we must show that we can choose r to be negative. Note that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,,,, Xcqrqrqqqqr PPPPP ==−=−  

so we can replace r with qr−  if necessary to guarantee that r is negative, 

and consequently r−  is positive. So ( )rK −  is a real quadratic 

extension. 

Now, we must see that ( ) .KrKFK =−∩  First of all, note that 

[ ] ,2: 1+= kKFK  and [ ( ) ] .2: =− KrK  So, 

[( ) ( ) ] [ ( ) ]KrFKKrKFK :: −=−⋅  

[ ] [ ( ) ] .2:: 2+=−≤ kKrKKFK  

We also have [ ] [ ( ) ].:: KrFKKFK −  So [ ( ) ] 12: +=− kKrFK  or 

.2 2+k  Assume ( ) .KrKFK ≠−∩  Then [ ( ) ] ,2: 2+≠− kKrFK  so 

[ ( ) ] .2: 1+=− kKrFK  This implies that ( ) ,FKrFK =−  which gives 

us .FKr ∈−  

We now have ( ) .FKrKK ⊂−⊂  Since ( ) ( ),KFKGalQFGal ≅  

and the extensions are cyclic, there is a unique quadratic extension 

( )dQ  of Q such that ( ) .FdQQ ⊂⊂  We also know that ( )dQ  is a 

subfield of ( ).ζQ  Since q is the only totally ramified prime in ( ),ζQ  the 
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same will be true for ( ).dQ  So ( ( ) ) .qQdQDis ±=  Since discriminants 

must be congruent to 0 or 1 modulo 4, and since q was chosen to be 

congruent to 1 modulo ,2 2+k  we see that 1≡q  (mod 4), so 

( ( ) ) .qQdQDis =  So ,qd =  and our quadratic extension of Q 

corresponding to ( )rK −  is ( ).qQ  This gives us 

( ) ( ) ( ).qKqQKrK =⋅=−  

So .2∗∗∈=− KKqr  Looking at symbols, we have 

( ) ( ) ( ),1,, Xcrrqr PPP ==−=  

a contradiction. So, we must have ( ) .KrKFK =−∩  

By Proposition 3.7, ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ( ) ),KrKGalKFKGalKrFKGal −⊕≅−   

so ( ( ) )KrFKGal −  is an abelian group. Therefore, ( ) ( )KWrFK ∈−  

is abelian. By Theorem 3.1, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,rFKrKFKrKFK −=−⋅=−  

so in ( ),KSym  we have 

( ( ) ) ( ) ( ( ) )rKFKrFK KKK −αα=−α  

( ) ( ( ) )rKcrFKcq −= ,,0,,0  

[ ]( ) ( )( ).,1,0,,1,0 Xcrq ==  

Also, ( ) ( ).sgn222sgn 21 XrFK kk ==⋅=− ++  So we have 

( ) ,rFKX −=  which is abelian.   

Corollary 4.2. The abelian classes in ( )KW  are closed under 

multiplication. 

Proof. Let X and Y be abelian Witt classes. 
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Case 1. X and Y both have even rank. 

Then X and Y both lie in J, so XY is in 2J  and is abelian by Theorem 
4.1. 

Case 2. X and Y both have odd rank. 

Then ,1mX =  and ,1nY =  where m and n are odd, so ,1mnXY =  

which is abelian by Corollary 3.3. 

Case 3. Without loss of generality, suppose X has odd rank and Y has 
even rank. 

Then ,1mX =  where m is odd. So ,mYXY =  which is abelian by 

Lemma 3.11.   

Theorem 4.3. Let K be a number field of type (1, 1) and KN  be a cyclic 

extension of degree .82 ≥= kn  Let .Ndism =  Then .1 2∗∗∈≠ KKm  

Moreover, if the exponent k is odd, then 

( ) ,1sgn2,2 NmN +−=  

and if k is even, then 

( ) .1sgn,1 NmN +−=  

Proof. The discriminant m of the Witt class N  equals the 

discriminant of the field extension KN  multiplied by ( ) ( ) .1 21−− nn  Since 

,82 ≥= kn  the discriminants are the same. By Theorem 2.2, we see that 

1≠m  in .2∗∗ KK  Moreover, m  lies in the normal overfield N and 

therefore generates a quadratic extension ( ) .KmK  

We will compare the invariants of the Witt classes in question. We see 
that N  has even rank, as do both ( ) 1sgn2,2 Nm +−  and 

( ) .1sgn,1 Nm +−  Also, we see that ,42,2 2∗∗∈≡=− KKmmmdis  

and .,1 2∗∗∈=− KKmmdis  Since ,Ndism =  the discriminants 

agree. Since KN  is cyclic and therefore normal, Remark 1 gives us that 
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0sgn =N  or .2k  So 0sgn ≡N  (mod 8), and by Lemma 2.4, 

.0>= mNdis  This implies that the Witt classes m2,2 −  and 

m−,1  both have signature 0, so ( ) 1sgn2,2 Nm +−  and 

( ) 1sgn,1 Nm +−  each have signature .sgn N  

The calculations of the Hasse symbols of ,2,2, mN −  and m−,1  

for finite, non-dyadic prime ideals are identical to those in the proof of 
Theorem 4.4 in [4], and a simple calculation in ( )KSym  gives us that 

( ( ) ) ,2,21sgn2,2 mcNmc PP −=+−  

and 

( ( ) ) .,11sgn,1 mcNmc PP −=+−  

So, we just need the symbols for the real infinite prime and the dyadic 
prime. Let Q be the real infinite prime. Since 0sgn ≡N  (mod 8), 

Lemma 2.4 gives us .1=NcQ  Also, since ( ) 1sgn2,2 Nm +−  and 

( ) 1sgn,1 Nm +−  both have signature ,sgn N  we get 

( ( ) ) ,11sgn2,2 =+− NmcQ  

and 

( ( ) ) .11sgn,1 =+− NmcQ  

By reciprocity, the symbols of any of the three classes 
+− mN 2,2,  ( ) ,1sgn N  and ( ) 1sgn,1 Nm +−  at the dyadic 

prime must also be equal, so we find that ( ) 1sgn2,2 NmN +−=  

when k is odd, and ( ) 1sgn,1 NmN +−=  when k is even.   

Theorem 4.4. Let K be a number field of type (1, 1) and KN  be a 

cyclic extension of degree 4. Then ( ) ,1sgn,1 XNmN ++−=  where 

,1 2∗∗∈≠= KKNdism  and X is a torsion class in 2J  such that 

( )XcP  is determined as follows: 
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(1) ( ) 1=XcP  for all non-dyadic prime ideals P of K that ramify in 

( ).mK  

(2) ( ) 1=XcP  for all non-dyadic P that are unramified in .KN  

(3) ( ) 1=XcP  for all non-dyadic P for which 1−  is a square in .PK  

(4) ( ) 1−=XcP  for all other non-dyadic prime ideals P. 

Proof. We know that 1≠m  from Theorem 2.2. 

Now put ( ) .1sgn,1 −+−+= NmNX  As in Theorem 4.6 in [4], 

calculations in ( )KSym  give us ,2JX ∈  as required. Consequently, N  
and ( ) XNm ++− 1sgn,1  both have even rank and discriminant m. 

Since KN  is normal, Remark 1 gives us that 0sgn =N  or 4. So 
0sgn ≡N  (mod 4), and by Lemma 2.4, .0>= mNdis  This implies 

that the Witt class m−,1  has signature 0, so X is a torsion class, as 
claimed. Clearly, we see that 

( ) ,1sgn,1 XNm ++−  

has signature .sgn N  

The calculations of the Hasse symbols of N  and of +− m,1  
( ) XN +1sgn  for finite, non-dyadic prime ideals are identical to those 
in the proof of Theorem 4.6 in [4]. So, we just need the symbols for the 
real infinite prime and the dyadic prime. Let Q be the real infinite prime. 

Case 1. .0sgn =N  Then 0sgn ≡N  (mod 8), so Lemma 2.4 gives 
us .1=NcQ  We also get 

( ( ) ) .11sgn,1 =++− XNmcQ  

Case 2. .4sgn =N  Then 4sgn ≡N  (mod 8), and by Lemma 2.4, 
we have .1−=NcQ  Also, 

( ( ) ) .11sgn,1 −=++− XNmcQ  
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By reciprocity, the symbols of N  and of ( ) XNm ++− 1sgn,1  

at the dyadic prime must also be equal, so we find that +−= mN ,1  

( ) .1sgn XN +    

We now summarize our findings by describing the trace form of an 
abelian extension KF  of degree n over number fields of type (1, 1): 

If n is odd, then ,1nF =  (Corollary 3.3). 

If n is even, write ,2krn ⋅=  where r is odd and .1≥k  Then ,NrF =  

where N is an abelian extension of K of degree ,2k  (Lemma 3.11). 

The abelian extension KN  of degree k2  gives an abelian Witt class 

,N  which is a product of cyclic Witt classes by Lemma 3.10. The Witt 

classes N  in ( )KW  arising from cyclic extensions KN  of degree k2  

with 1≥k  are described in Theorems 3.8, 4.4, and 4.3. Putting this 
together shows that when K has type (1, 1), then every abelian class in 

( )KW  is a finite product of Witt classes of the following forms (the Witt 

class 0 coming from the empty product): 

(1) ;1n  n odd (Corollary 3.3); 

(2) 21;2,2 ∗∗∈≠ KKmm  (Theorem 3.8); 

(3) ( )XcJXKKmXm P;;1;,1 22 ∈∈≠+− ∗∗  given by Theorem 

4.4; 

(4) ( )XcJXKKmXm P;;1;14,1 22 ∈∈≠++− ∗∗  given by 

Theorem 4.4; 

(5) 21;2,2 ∗∗∈≠− KKmm  (Theorem 4.3); 

(6) 21;122,2 ∗∗∈≠+− KKmm k  (Theorem 4.3); 

 (7) 21;,1 ∗∗∈≠− KKmm  (Theorem 4.3); 
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(8) 21;12,1 ∗∗∈≠+− KKmm k  (Theorem 4.3). 

Also note that abelian Witt classes in ( )KW  are closed under 
products by Corollary 4.2. 
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